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The Fear&Greed Index has lost 3 points overnight and it's currently printing 20, still signalling "Extreme Fear". 

The sentiment index is showing the agitation of traders due to the status of the crypto market. The index, which has scored in the range of 0 to
100, has been at historical lows for weeks now. The current value reflects the existence of market panic and investors could be expecting further
losses ahead until the sentiment changes. On a positive note, “Extreme Fear” has indicated oversold territories in the past while also signalling a
potential buying opportunity ahead. 
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Yesterday, BTCUSD lost 7.50% after the
FOMC meeting, starting at $38,300 and
declining to $35,500. Although there was
no policy change, the tone of Jerome
Powell’s speech was critical for market
sentiment. 

BTCUSD took a hit after Jerome stated
that asset purchases will conclude in
early March and that it will soon be
appropriate to raise interest rates. The
Chairman reinforced the Fed message
on applying urgent hawkish measures to
provide a solution to the alarming state
of the economy. Ongoing price
pressures and a sharp drop in stock
prices are some of the key variables that
need to be addressed by the committee
with the upcoming new policies. 
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As evaluated in our previous
technical analysis, the existing
correlation between BTC and
equities was seen again
yesterday. Bitcoin declined along
with US equities as a result of an
upcoming aggressive monetary
policy by the Fed. 

You can notice from the charts
just how much both assets were
significantly hit by the press
conference, at the exact same
moment. Crypto’s correlation with
equities appears to be gaining
strength as stopping quantitative
easing will cause the same effect
in high-priced stocks and digital
tokens. 
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Polygon (MATIC)
 

Polygon is probably the most well-
known Layer-2 solution on the market.
The team is also building the fastest
zero-knowledge Layer 2 scaling feature
called “Plonky2” or “Polygon Zero.” This
is a cryptographic proof system 100x
faster than the existing alternatives and
100% natively compatible with
Ethereum. The launch is expected to be
held at some point in 2022 and will
allow billions of users to scale ETH
without compromising decentralisation
or security. 

MATIC is trading at $1.66, with a trading
volume of $2,413,856,938 (46% increase
in the last 24 hours). The price has
recovered some territory in the last few
trading sessions and it is now trending
back to the $2.20 resistance.   
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Loopring (LRC)
Loopring is a Layer 2 solution that
allows Ethereum to increase its
processing capacity by as much as
1000x, without affecting ETH's
security protocol. Its high throughput
and low cost is reached by the use of
zkRollups. Their technology is
allowing Loopring to be a bridge
between exchanges and blockchains
while allowing each agent to retain
custody of their funds. 

LRC is currently trading around a
critical demand level. The live
Loopring price is $1.05 and its trading
volume is $545,824,517. Investors
are monitoring that the asset is 258%
down from all-time highs. 
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0x (ZRX)
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Many users have noticed that settling a
transaction on Ethereum takes a considerable
amount of time and gas fees. 0x is one of the
Layer 2 protocols solving those issues
mentioned by creating a hybrid infrastructure
suitable for decentralised liquidity. 

0x has gained significant support as unlike
decentralised exchanges, breaks down
liquidity by enabling the trading of combinable
assets in any platform.

ZRXUSD is now rejecting historical support
on the daily and weekly timeframe. The last
time 0x visited this area, the price surged over
175% in the following weeks. At the time of
this report, ZRX is trading at $0.54, with a
trading volume of  $45,761,071. 
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Immutable X (IMX)
 

Immutable X is one of the most disruptive
Layer 2 protocols as it is the first Layer 2
solution providing support for NFTs.
Immutable X is able to give users instant NFT
trade confirmation (up to 9,000 transactions
per second) with zero gas fees. 

The protocol is using ZK-Rollups alongside an
API abstraction layer and a marketplace. ZK
rollups allow more than 9,000 NFT transfers,
trades, and mints per second. Thus
Immutable, it is eliminating several barriers for
developers, buyers and creators in the NFT
space. 

The ImmutableX native token, IMX, is trading
at $2.91 today with a trading volume of
$132,804,068. IMXUSD is currently in a price-
discovery phase with a 70% distance from its
ATHs. By closing above the $3.50 area,
IMXUSD could set its path back to the $6.00
psychological area respectively.  
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https://docs.x.immutable.com/docs/architecture-overview



